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Abstract—In conjugate symmetric data transmission, due to 

insufficient judgment of congestion during transmission, the 

amount of data is large and the transmission rate is low. In order 

to improve the data transmission rate, a conjugate symmetric 

data transmission control method based on machine learning is 

designed. Firstly, the data to be transmitted is tracked and 

determined, and then conjugate symmetric data fusion is 

completed according to the calculation result of the best tracking 

signal. According to the fusion results, the framework of the 

conjugate symmetric data coding system is established, and the 

data coding is completed. The average congestion mark value is 

calculated by the machine learning method, and the congestion 

judgment of data transmission is completed. On the basis of 

congestion determination, the efficient transmission control of 

conjugate symmetric data is realized by specifying the conjugate 

symmetric data transmission protocol. Experimental results show 

that compared with traditional control methods, this control 

method has the advantages of a high delivery rate, low message 

transmission overhead and low data transmission delay. 

Compared to the traditional two-way path model, the scheduling 

method proposed in this study increases the transmission 

delivery rate by 5%, while reducing the transmission cost and 

delay by 0.7 cost index and 1.1 min delay, respectively. In 

comparison with the performance of accurate error tracking 

equalization, the transmission delivery rate of the research 

method increased by 21%, and in transmission cost index and 

delay analysis, it also decreased by 3.1 and 2.9 minutes. Based on 

the above performance comparison analysis, it can be concluded 

that the machine learning method has more superior 

transmission control performance. 

Keywords—Machine learning; conjugate symmetric data; 

transmission control; data coding; transmission delivery rate 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the transmission process of conjugate symmetric data, 
the energy and storage resources of data nodes are limited, and 
the mobility of nodes and other practical application 
conditions are limited. At the same time, most of the nodes in 
the data transmission channel are in motion, and their physical 
positions often change. The data transmission link is not a 
very reliable wireless connection, which will also increase the 
difficulty of conjugate data transmission [1]. Due to the 
limited communication distance, low connection bandwidth, 
insufficient energy resources of nodes and other factors, the 
network connection is frequently interrupted, which cannot 
guarantee a constant end-to-end connection, which increases 
the difficulty of conjugate data transmission. At present, the 
research on data transmission control methods mainly includes 
two methods, one is based on the two-way path data 

transmission congestion control method, and the other is based 
on accurate error tracking equalization data transmission 
control method. 

The congestion control method of data transmission based 
on a bidirectional path is mainly based on conjugate 
symmetric data transmission protocol. The congestion control 
mechanism can well avoid data loss caused by congestion. In 
this method, the connection is established through three 
handshakes, and then the congestion control algorithm is 
started. The application layer data is divided into data packets 
which are transmitted to the opposite end one by one. Each 
packet is composed of a byte sequence number and a message 
size, both of which are little in size. Each time the receiving 
terminal receives a data message, it will generate a 
corresponding response message to control the data 
transmission [2]. The data transmission control method is 
based on precise error tracking equalization, by constructing 
the historical record tracking process, adopting the way of 
threshold control to equalize the sensor data, and reducing the 
cost of fusion. Then the recursive flow is constructed to 
control the data transmission by packet tracking [3]. However, 
due to the large number of conjugate symmetric data that need 
to be transmitted at present, there are some problems such as 
transmission delay, low delivery rate and high transmission 
cost. Yi LA et al. used artificial bee colony algorithm to obtain 
the shortest path analysis of each cluster head node in the 
transmission of the Internet of Things. Experiments have 
shown that this algorithm can effectively reduce the amount of 
data that sensor nodes transmit to the sink through cluster head 
node fusion, improve data collection efficiency, energy 
consumption balance, and network reliability, and extend the 
network life cycle [4]. Mu et al. reconstructed routing 
problems such as the limitations of routing protocols under the 
condition of rapid data growth into a Markov decision process, 
combining deep reinforcement learning to solve the high 
blocking probability problem caused by increased data volume. 
Experiments show that this method can significantly reduce 
the probability of data congestion and improve network 
throughput [5]. In order to fully utilize multi-channel video 
transmission, Li H et al. proposed a joint optimization method 
for conversational high-definition video services, taking into 
account the connection between video coding and 
transmission. Experiments show that this method is superior to 
existing schemes in terms of data transmission and playback 
quality [6]. Pyeon D et al. proposed an efficient multipath 
pipeline transmission (EMP) to support low latency and high 
energy efficiency large data transmission under various 
network conditions. Experiments have shown that EMP 
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outperforms existing protocols in terms of transmission time 
and energy efficiency, and can maintain improved EMP 
performance regardless of network environment (such as link 
quality, hop count, and network density) [7]. WANG Zhan Yu 
et al. designed a distributed communication platform based on 
P2P network technology to achieve concurrent path 
transmission on the internet. Experiments have shown that the 
effectiveness of this method has been verified by actual 
experiments on a simulation platform [8]. 

Therefore, a control method of conjugate symmetric data 
transmission based on machine learning is designed. Machine 
learning is an interdisciplinary subject, involving probability 
theory, statistics, approximation theory, convex analysis, 
algorithm complexity theory and other disciplines. The 
purpose of this paper is to study how a computer can simulate 
or realize human learning behavior, acquire new knowledge or 
skills, and reorganize the existing knowledge structure to 
improve its performance. Therefore, machine learning is 
applied to the transmission control of conjugate symmetric 
data. The conjugate symmetric data is used to provide some 
information to the learning part of the machine learning 
system. The machine learning part uses this information to 
modify the knowledge base, so as to improve the performance 
of the executive part of the system to complete the task. Firstly, 
the conjugate symmetric data are tracked, confirmed and fused, 
and the conjugate symmetric data coding architecture is 
constructed to code the data. Then, the data transmission 
congestion value is calculated by the machine learning method, 
which realizes the accurate judgment of data transmission 
congestion and provides the basis for the high-speed 
transmission of conjugate symmetric data. By formulating a 
conjugate symmetric data transmission protocol, the 
transmission control of conjugate symmetric data is realized, 
and the data loss caused by congestion is avoided. 

This study conducted performance analysis experiments on 
delivery rate, transmission cost, and transmission delay for the 
constructed model. Firstly, the delivery rate compares the 
machine learning method used in this study with the 
traditional two-way path method and the accurate error 
tracking and balancing method. In the experiment, the model 
built in this study was in the delivery rate range of 0.76-0.83 
after 6400 simulations, while the delivery rate of two-way 
paths was in the range of 0.77-0.71. Traditional accurate error 
tracking and balancing methods have the worst effect, with the 
highest delivery rate of only 0.52. In the second step of the 
experiment, the transmission cost was compared, and machine 
learning methods were also compared with traditional 
two-way path methods, as well as accurate error tracking and 
balancing methods. The results show that the cost index of the 
machine learning method is stable below 1.4, lower than other 
models. Finally, in the performance analysis of transmission 
delay, the delay of the machine learning method is controlled 
below 1.3 minutes, which is lower than other models. The 
experimental results can prove that the machine learning 
conjugate symmetric data transmission model constructed in 
this study has good transmission delivery rates, as well as 
excellent features such as low latency and low cost. The main 
purpose of this time is to provide a high-performance 
transmission scheduling control method for conjugate 

symmetric links of big data transmission. The proposed 
conjugate symmetric data transmission scheduling algorithm 
based on machine learning calculates data transmission 
congestion values, achieving accurate judgment of data 
transmission congestion. Therefore, the main contribution of 
this method is to simultaneously reduce information loss 
during transmission and increase the performance of 
transmitted information. 

II. CONJUGATE SYMMETRIC DATA FUSION 

Before controlling the transmission of the conjugate 
symmetric data, the conjugate symmetric data to be 
transmitted is first tracked and confirmed, because the signal 
strength of the conjugate symmetric data and the strength 
distribution proportion between the corresponding nodes need 
to be considered comprehensively in the node tracking. The 
tracking signal strength of the whole network node has a 
strong correlation proportion with the communication distance 
of the node. Therefore, by comprehensively judging the 
energy threshold and recursively measuring the threshold 
based on the intensity value, the best tracking signal can be 
obtained from the signal strength of other nodes. Therefore, 
the initial tracking of the node can be realized in this way. 
Assuming that the conjugate symmetric data to be transmitted 
is q , the preliminary tracking formula is as follows: 

/
r

q i
W

   (1) 

In the formula, W  is the joint quadratic probability 

function, r  is the error estimation parameter, i  represents 

the coordinates of the conjugate symmetric data nodes to be 
tested. 

Due to the strong information interaction between the 
tracking node and the surrounding node, if a node is fully 
tracked, its tracking is related to the tracking connectivity 
factor of the node and the surrounding node. By 
comprehensively considering the tracking connectivity factor 
of the surrounding node and the node, the chaos inference 
based on the signal RF strength can effectively achieve the 
precision of the conjugate symmetric data node Make sure to 
track. Firstly, the nodes with the best energy surplus are 
selected as the tracking reference nodes, and the nodes to be 
tracked are tracked accurately through these nodes. While the 
nodes to be tracked are connected to other nodes through the 
broadcast mechanism, they are sorted according to the RF 
intensity threshold of other nodes. The expression is as 
follows: 

qu
y o

t
   (2) 

In the formula, t represents the maximum number of data 

tracking cycles of the tracking node, u  is the probability that 

the node to be tracked can work normally at the next time, o

is the coordinate accuracy of the current data to be 
transmitted. 

On the basis of the above transmission data tracking, half 
of the output data in the conjugate symmetric sequence can be 
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approximately 0. All the data to be transmitted are fused, and 
butterfly operation is carried out based on frequency 
decimation 2FFT. The two data with conjugate symmetric 
values are transformed into imaginary and real numbers at 
multiple levels, which reduces the computational complexity. 
The conjugate symmetric transmission data is fused by 
butterfly operation, and the calculation formula is as follows: 

 
1

/P y F M
C

   (3) 

In the formula, P represents all data to be transmitted, F
represents the fusion error of the coordinates to be tracked, M
represents data fusion parameters, C  is the number of data 

traces. 

According to the above process, the conjugate symmetric 
transmission data fusion is completed. 

III. CONJUGATE SYMMETRIC DATA CODING 

On the basis of the above-mentioned data fusion of 
conjugate symmetric transmission, the fused conjugate 
symmetric data is encoded, and the network coding 
technology is adopted. In order to realize the application of 
network coding technology in conjugate symmetric data 
transmission, a new strategy should be used to realize the 
anti-entropy transmission of data after two nodes establish a 
connection. Most existing link prediction studies originate 
from the resource transmission process of network evolution. 
Unfortunately, they ignore the impact of the topological 
stability of the structure around the path on the effectiveness 
of resource transmission on the path during the resource 
transmission process. The path topology stability in link 
prediction refers to the ability of the destination node to 
receive more resources from the originating node during 
resource transmission through the path. The stability of the 
structure around the path can reduce resource losses on the 
path, making both nodes receive more resources, and making 
both nodes more similar. The possibility of connecting edges 
between nodes is analyzed from the perspective of effective 
path topology stability. Therefore, this study will start with 
machine learning methods, analyze the transmission stability 
of conjugate symmetric data links, and conduct control 
optimization. First of all, we should establish the index of an 
encoded message rather than a simple message ID; secondly, 
we should increase the judgment of the value of the encoded 
message to ensure that the receiving node does not receive too 
many invalid messages, resulting in waste of storage resources 
and extra transmission load. The process of coding message 
anti-entropy transmission is shown in Fig. 1. 

A B

1

2

3

A's sending request

B's sending request

A has B and no and can increase 

the amount of B information  
Fig. 1. Anti-entropy transmission process of encoded message. 

The anti-entropy transmission process of encoded 
messages is shown in the figure above. When two nodes A and 
B establish a connection, in the first step, one node A sends the 
digest vector ACSV of the encoded message in its cache to 
another B; the second step node B performs an inverse 
operation on the digest vector of the encoded message in its 
own cache, and determines that the message is beneficial to 
increase the amount of information. Through the above 
process, the conjugate symmetric data is encoded. After the 
conjugated symmetric data is encoded, the amount of 
information contained in it differs from the source message. 
Multiple conjugate symmetric data encoded messages 
compare with multiple source messages. The amount of 
information is also different. The conjugate symmetric data 
encoding node evaluates the amount of information contained 
in the encoded message in its cache and determines whether it 
is necessary to encode a new message. This can greatly reduce 
the burden of node encoding calculation in the implementation 
of encoding. At the same time, it can avoid unnecessary 
"redundant" interference of encoded messages in the network, 
and can reduce the complexity of final decoding. 

In order to evaluate the amount of information contained 
in the coded generation message and whether the new 
message contributes to the increase in the amount of 
information in the coded generation, it is proposed to use the 
concept of redundancy to characterize the number of coded 
sources messages and the number of generated coded 
messages in the coded generation. The relationship between 
them, and through this relationship to determine whether the 
newly received message can increase the amount of 
information in the current encoding generation, thereby 
determining whether it is necessary to encode the information, 
which can increase the effectiveness of the encoding result. 
From the perspective of whether the message in the encoding 
generation is sufficient to decode, consider the relationship 
between the dimension of the encoding generation (the 
number of messages in the generation) and the number of 
source messages (the number of messages originally generated 
in the encoded message contained in the generation before the 
encoding). The redundancy of an encoding generation is 
defined as the ratio between the dimension of the encoding 
generation and the number of source messages, and the 
calculation formula is: 
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In the formula, w represents the relationship between the 

number of initially generated and the number of messages 
contained in the encoded message, D  represents the 
redundancy of an encoding generation, Z  represents the 
number of messages, S  represents the number of copies. 

Redundancy can represent the relationship between the 
number of dimensions in a coding generation and the number 
of source messages. It can control the number of effective 
copies of messages in a coding generation. From a 
mathematical point of view, it is the relationship between the 
number of equations and the number of unknowns in a 
multivariate linear system. Mathematically, if the individual 
equations in the system of equations are linearly independent, 
only the unknown number of equations can be used to solve 

all the unknowns; and in the delay-tolerant network with 
network coding, the message is encoded through multiple 
paths. Sent to the target node, on one of the paths, the 
intermediate node does not need to obtain enough messages to 
reach the decodable condition. On the other hand, the message 
is stored with a new id after encoding. Under the infection 
routing strategy, another node will request this new message 
after seeing the message with this new id. Degree control can 
solve this problem. In order to realize the application of the 
network coding technology, this paper refers to the 
implementation method of the constrained protocol, and 
proposes an implementation method of inserting the "network 
coding layer" as the "overlay layer" between the application 
layer and the transmission layer. The framework of the 
conjugate symmetric data encoding system is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Framework of conjugate symmetric data encoding system. 

Regardless of the heterogeneous network environment, the 
relay node only needs to consider the transmission layer of a 
single mode, and does not need to consider compatibility with 
multiple network structures. For the source node, the 
conjugate symmetric data generated by the application layer is 
sent to the network coding layer. The network coding layer 
encodes the conjugate symmetric data and hands it to the 
bottom layer to complete the data transmission. The relay 
node uploads the message to the network coding layer after 
receiving the message. The network coding layer stores the 
message and encodes the conjugate symmetric data at the 
appropriate time. The network coding layer judges whether the 
remaining space of the current coding matrix is greater than 
zero when it receives the data packet sent to the receiving end 

by the transmission control protocol TCP layer. If so, it puts 
the data packet into the current coding matrix and performs 
linear coding to generate a linear-coded combined packet. The 
header of the combined packet includes the coefficient of this 
linear coding, the index number of the coding matrix and the 
serial number of the data packet. When the current node 
establishes a connection with other nodes, the encoded 
message is handed over to the bottom layer to complete the 
transmission of the conjugate symmetric data encoded data. 
The receiving node is the target node of the message. After 
receiving the encoded message, the network encoding layer of 
the target node stores the message in the local cache and 
uploads the successfully decoded message to the application 
layer to complete the encoding of conjugate symmetric data. 
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IV. CONGESTION DETERMINATION OF CONJUGATE 

SYMMETRIC DATA TRANSMISSION CHANNEL BASED ON 

MACHINE LEARNING 

Based on the above data fusion and data coding, machine 
learning methods are used to determine the congestion of the 
conjugate symmetric data transmission channel. In the 
research of multi-rate congestion control mechanisms, a key 
question is how to judge the current transmission path 
congestion [9]. 

Random early detection is performed first. Early detection 
means that the router detects congestion by monitoring the 
average queue length of the output queue. When congestion is 
found to be approaching, it randomly discards the data packets 
arriving at the queue to indicate that the terminal is congested 
and causes the source to overflow the queue the sending rate 
was reduced before to ease network congestion. The 
expression of random early detection is: 

/J w e q b   (5) 

In the formula, e represents the probability of dropping the 

packet, q represents the weight of the current queue length, b  

represents the actual queue length when sampling and 
measuring. 

Through early detection, "filter" out the short-term queue 
length changes caused by data bursts, and try to reflect the 
long-term congestion. The relationship between drop 
probability and average queue length is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Relationship between drop probability and average queue length. 

In Fig. 3, c represents the probability of packet loss, and 
Min-th and Max-th respectively represent the thresholds 
related to queue length. 

According to the relationship between the obtained drop 
probability and the average queue length, a deep learning 
algorithm is used to calculate the initial judgment weight: 

1 1
ln

2
J






 
  

 
 (6) 

In the formula,   represents the normalized judgment 

factor. 

The calculation formula for weight update is: 

1

( ) ( )
I

i

conf i i


   (7) 

In the formula, ( )i  represents the weight update training 

function. 

On this basis, the available bandwidth is estimated. In 
multi-rate congestion control, each receiver needs to 
determine whether the current subscription level conforms to 
the available bandwidth of the transmission path, so 
estimating the available bandwidth is an important part of 
multi-rate congestion control. For the congestion mark 
statistical value marking, the receiving end only counts the 
congestion mark values collected in the synchronization 
interval after receiving the synchronization mark packet, 
considering that the mark value carried by the recent packet 
can better reflect the current network congestion status, So a 
machine learning algorithm is used to calculate the average 
congestion marker value, First, calculate the window value 
decline ratio. When packet loss occurs in congestion, three 
repeated ACK are received continuously, and the window 
threshold will drop by a certain ratio. Different congestion 
algorithms adopt different ratios, for example, RENO is 0.5, 
while CUBIC is 0.8. According to the ratio of congestion 
window values before and after the packet loss point, the 
window value reduction ratio can be determined. Then 
calculate the congestion avoidance window growth function. 
In the stage of congestion avoidance, for the functional 
characteristics of window growth, the difference between the 
window values at two-time points in this stage and the starting 
point window value in the stage of congestion avoidance is 
used, and the relative value is used to express the function 
curve characteristics in this stage. Then, the fast recovery 
window growth function is calculated. In the fast recovery 
stage, when the server receives three DUPACK in succession, 
different algorithms process differently, such as waiting for 
retransmission after the timeout, or constantly increasing the 
window value until the retransmitted packet is received. In this 
paper, this feature is expressed by the difference between the 
window value and the starting point value at a certain time 
point in this stage. As shown in the following formula: 

   ( ) 1k a conf i d R     (8) 

In the formula,  k a represents the congestion mark value 

carried by the a  packet, d  represents the statistical value of 

the congestion mark, R  represents the weight of the 
congestion mark value carried by the packet. When the 
statistics are completed, the congestion mark value collected 
in the synchronization interval is cleared to avoid interference 
with the statistics of the next synchronization period [10]. 

Determine the transmission channel congestion according 
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to the average congestion flag value obtained. When 

  0k a  , it means that the transmission channel is in a 

congested state. When   0k a  , it means that the 

transmission channel is in a non-congested state. When 

  0k a  , it means that the transmission channel at this time 

is just saturated. 

V. FORMULATION OF CONJUGATE SYMMETRIC DATA 

TRANSMISSION PROTOCOL 

Because the data collected by the transmission data itself 
has high redundancy, the direct communication between the 
single node and the cluster head in the cluster has little effect 
on the reliability of the data communication of the entire 
network, and consumes a lot of resources to maintain the data 
collected by the node is not worth the gains. Due to the limited 
communication range of the conjugate symmetric data cluster 
head, the cluster head can only forward the request message to 
the base station through the adjacent cluster head. This data 
packet can record the node information traversed during the 
forwarding process and the reception at each node for signal 
strength parameters, when the data packet reaches the base 
station, the base station analyzes and calculates the 
information recorded in the data packet to perform path 
generation. Convert all the data request messages that need to 
be transmitted, the expression is: 

/ ( )L I k a
O


    (9) 

In the formula,   represents the set of the head node and 

base station node of the transmission data cluster, I  is the set 
of communication links between any two transmission data 
cluster heads, which can also be considered as the edge set 
corresponding to the node set, O is the signal strength 

received by the node,  A is the transmitted signal strength of 

the parent node when forwarding the packet, the signal 
strength is related to the transmission power and the 
communication distance. 

In order to maximize the multi-path routing from a node to 
the base station, the idea of breadth-first algorithm is applied 
in the path generation process. The algorithm process is as 
follows: 

step1: Initialization, input all cluster head and base station 
node sets into the transmission data set; 

step2: Calculate the number of all neighbor nodes of this 
node; 

step3: If the number of neighbor nodes is empty, go to 
step1, otherwise go to the next step; 

step4: Input all neighbor nodes into the set to make the 
following judgment: if there is a node and it is the same as the 
parent node of the input node, delete it; if there is a node and 
the energy has been excessively consumed, delete it; if there is 
a node Export the path. 

The above process generates a transmission path, but due 
to the limitation of the transmission channel energy, the stored 

energy is also limited, and the output power of the sensor node 
increases exponentially with the increase of wireless coverage. 
At the same end-to-end distance, if each link uses limited 
transmission power, the power consumption of multi-link 
transmission is lower than the power consumption of directly 
transmitting information on a long link. In order to verify the 
survival time of the entire transmission channel, the multi-hop 
method is used when the long-distance transmission is 
required. 

Based on the above analysis, the conjugate symmetric data 
transmission path is optimized. In the actual data transmission 
process, the energy consumption between the same distance 
and different links will be different due to the influence of 
objective factors, so energy-based the path optimization 
method adds transmission consumption weights to each link, 
so that the network can better integrate with the objective 
environment in which it is located, thereby better improving 
the reliability of data transmission [11-14]. The transmission 
consumption weight matrix is as follows: 

x
H L

K
    (10) 

In the formula, K represents the set of transmission link, x

represents the number of nodes transmitted in conjugate 
symmetric data. 

It is also known that the relationship between energy 
consumption and communication distance during data 
transmission is: 

/
i l

U
I H

  (11) 

In the formula, l represents the signal attenuation 

coefficient. 

Combining the above two formulas, a link energy 
consumption matrix consisting of transmission energy on the 
corresponding link is obtained: 

  /T z V n  (12) 

In the formula, T represents the transmission energy 
consumption, z represents the signal strength parameter, V

represents the transmission consumption weights, n represents 

the number of nodes. 

Calculate and sequence the energy consumption of all 
available paths, and the transmission path with the lowest 
energy consumption is taken as the optimal path, followed by 
the other paths. If there are paths with equal transmission 
energy consumption, they are sorted according to the sum of 
the consumption weights of the entire path. The smaller T  is, 
the better the transmission environment is, that is, the higher 
the transmission reliability, so the higher the priority of this 
path. 

Through the above process, the route optimization is 
completed. Since the data transmission workload undertaken 
by each cluster head is different, the data transmission 
workload of the cluster head close to the base station is much 
larger than the workload of the cluster head far from the base 
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station, so the network the energy consumption rate of the 
cluster head is different. At the same time, because the 
network will consume a large amount of node energy 
consumption and generate a large number of redundant data 
packets during large-scale reselection, frequent reselection 
requires a lot of networks running time. The efficiency of the 
network in collecting and transmitting data is reduced, so 
multi-path updates and transaction processing are required in 
time. The remaining energy of the cluster head is low, and it 
cannot continue to assume the current role. The number of 
nodes in the area under the jurisdiction of the cluster head is 
exhausted. In order to facilitate routing updates and effectively 
handle network transactions, the following standards are set. 
Ordinary nodes indicate to the cluster head that their 
remaining energy is below the threshold and cannot continue 
to work. Calculate the total number of energy-depleted nodes 
at the same time as the base station, and then perform data 
transmission [15-20]. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON 

In order to verify the application performance of the 
proposed conjugate symmetric data transmission control 
method based on machine learning, a comparative experiment 
was carried out. This experiment was carried out on the ONE 
simulation platform. The ONE simulation platform is a very 
widely used simulator in tolerant network simulation. It can 
effectively simulate the routing and transmission of messages 
in the tolerant network and give detailed results reports. In 
addition to generating statistical message status reports and 
node connection status reports after the simulation is 
completed, it also supports separate reports on message 
generation, relaying, successful transmission, abnormal 
interruption, and connection time between nodes. The 
experimental platform is graphical. The real-time monitoring 
and event display interface are shown in Fig. 4. 

The main parameter settings of the simulated scene are 
shown in Table I. 

 
Fig. 4. Graphical interface of the experiment platform. 
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TABLE I.  MAIN PARAMETER SETTINGS OF EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION SCENARIOS 

Classification Main content Specification 

Simulation scene Simulation space size 5000 m×5000 m 

Number of nodes 20 

Data transfer model Infection routing/NTC 

Nodal motion model Random Way Point 

Common node parameters Movement speed Random change between5m/s-10m/s 

Communication bandwidth 2Mbps 

Cache size 5M 

Communication distance 100 m 

Message parameters Size 500K–1M 

Number 200 

Production methods Randomly generated within 1000 seconds 

Datasets IMDBDatasets 52.4MB 

The experimental environment configuration for this study 
is as follows: The experiment was completed using the 
MATLAB platform, with a running memory of 16g, a 
computer operating system of WIN10, and a CPU of AMD 
Ryzen 7 4800U. The following points need to be explained 
about the parameter setting: 

First: 20 nodes are evenly distributed and randomly move 
in a 5000m×5000m plane space. The communication distance 
of the nodes is 100m, so the network connection rate is low 
and belongs to sparse network. 

Second: Only when the two nodes reach the 
communication distance of each other can the connection be 
established, and then the information exchange can be carried 
out. 

Third: It is convenient for comparative analysis. The 
message event adopts a fixed configuration, and 200 unicast 
messages are randomly generated in 1000 seconds with a tool 
in advance. Each node has 10 messages sent to other nodes. 
The messages are random sizes of 500K to 1M. Since the node 
cache is only 5M, the network load is heavy. 

A. Evaluation Index of Conjugate Symmetrical Data 

Transmission 

The experimental comparison methods are the conjugate 
symmetric data transmission control method based on 
machine learning, the data transmission congestion control 
method based on the bidirectional path and the data 
transmission control method based on accurate error tracking 
equalization. From the perspective of the message delivery 
rate, three indicators are used to measure the data transmission 
effect of the tolerant network, including the message delivery 
rate, message transmission overhead, and average message 
transmission delay. 

The delivery rate refers to the ratio of the number of 
successfully delivered messages to the total number of 
messages generated by the network. The expression is: 

N
deliverRatio

E
  (13) 

In the formula, E represents the total number of messages 
generated in the experiment, N represents the number of 

successfully delivered messages. 

In the case of multiple copies, the number of the same 
message is recorded as 1, regardless of the number of copies. 
The delivery rate indicates how many messages can be sent by 
the entire delay-tolerant network, and can measure the 
network data transmission capability. Increasing this value is 
the main goal of the delay-tolerant network data transmission 
problem. 

Transmission overhead refers to the ratio of the total 
number of message transmissions in the network to the 
number of successfully transmitted messages. The 
expression is: 

in
deliverOverhead 


 (14) 

In the formula, deliverOverhead represents the 

transmission overhead,  represents the number of successfully 

transmitted messages,
in  represents how many times the 

message i  has been transmitted during the transmission 

process. In the case of multiple copies, the transmission of 
each message copy must be included.

 
The average transmission delay represents the statistical 

average of the transmission delays of all successfully 
transmitted messages. The expression is: 

Q

AverageDelay
t


  (15) 

In the formula,
Qt represents the transmission delay of the 

message, represents a successfully transmitted message. The 

average transmission delay is a statistical average value that 
characterizes the efficiency of the network to transmit 
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messages. 

B. Delivery Rate Comparison 

The results of the three methods of delivery rate 
comparison are as Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. Delivery rate comparison results. 

It can be seen from the above figure that the application of 
conjugate symmetric data transmission control method based 
on machine learning to data transmission is beneficial to 
improve the delivery rate of the message, because the method 
designed this time applies the encoding technology to encode 
the transmission rate of the transmission data. It is very close 
to the infection route, and sometimes even lower than the 
infection route. This is mainly because the target node has not 
collected enough messages to complete the decoding when the 
time is short, which shows that the delivery rate is slightly 
lower; when the simulation reaches a certain time, the delivery 
rate of the method no longer changes significantly with time. 
At this time, the target node can decode the source message 
with a sufficient number of encoded messages. Therefore, as 
the time continues to increase, the message delivery rate in the 
strategy of applying network encoding continues to increase. 
The delivery rate of the traditional data transmission 
congestion control method based on the two-way path and the 
data transmission control method based on accurate error 
tracking equalization is lower than the method designed this 
time, mainly because the traditional method cannot store more 
information. Even if there is a connection opportunity between 
the nodes of the transmission network, more messages cannot 
be transmitted, thereby reducing the data delivery rate. 

C. Transmission Cost Comparison 

The transmission cost comparison results of the conjugate 
symmetric data transmission control method based on 
machine learning, the data transmission congestion control 
method based on the bidirectional path and the data 
transmission control method based on accurate error tracking 
equalization are as Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of transmission overhead. 

As can be seen from the above figure, from the 
comparison of the transmission costs of the three methods, in 
the initial data transmission, the transmission overhead of the 
three methods is lower, and as the time increases and the 
number of messages increases, the messages transmitted 
between the nodes also change. However, the message 
transmission overhead is closely related to the number of 
network transmissions. Therefore, in the later stage of 
simulation, the message transmission overhead becomes very 
large. However, it can be seen from the comparison that the 
transmission cost of the traditional two methods is much 
higher than the proposed method. 

D. Comparison of Average Propagation Delay 

The comparison results of the data transmission congestion 
control method based on the bidirectional path and the data 
transmission control method based on accurate error tracking 
equalization and the conjugate symmetric data transmission 
control method based on machine learning designed this time 
are shown in Fig. 7: 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of average transmission delay. 

It can be seen from the above transmission delay curve that 
the transmission delay of the data transmission congestion 
control method based on the bidirectional path and the data 
transmission control method based on accurate error tracking 
equalization are higher than the transmission method designed 
this time. The reason for the low transmission delay of this 
design method is that the designed method can identify the 
congestion degree of the transmission channel and can encode 
the data, thereby improving the transmission efficiency of the 
message. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In conjugate symmetric data transmission, the transmission 
path will be congested when the amount of transmitted data is 
large. This paper studies a conjugate symmetric data 
transmission control method based on machine learning, 
which tracks the target data, fuses conjugate symmetric data 
according to the calculation result of the best tracking signal, 
encodes the data, calculates the average congestion mark 
value by machine learning, and judges the congestion of data 
transmission. Transmission control of conjugate symmetric 
data is realized by transmission protocol. Experimental results 
show that the proposed method has low transmission cost, low 
transmission overhead and short transmission delay. The 
research method can identify the congestion degree of 
transmission channel and realize the efficient transmission of 
conjugate symmetric data. 

The research on conjugate symmetric data transmission 
control is still in its preliminary stage, and there is still much 
work to be discussed and carried out. Further work mainly 
includes: 

First: In the current congestion control algorithm based on 
asymmetric links, the fairness of data packets in bidirectional 
data transmission is still a problem that needs further research. 

Second: Establish a reasonable data transmission model to 
theoretically analyze the characteristics of data transmission 
between nodes. The movement of nodes in the network is very 
random, and the connections between nodes are also 
opportunistic. The modelling of the entire network is very 
complicated, but the data transmission model between nodes 
can be mathematically modeled using random processes and 
probability theory, the mathematical description of the 
problem, and then theoretically evaluate the data transmission. 

Third: Study the security problem of data transmission 
based on network coding. The transmission mechanism of this 
study is only applicable to the process of node 
"storing-carrying-forwarding" messages. It fails to consider 
how to ensure the security of messages in data transmission 
using network coding technology Transmission problems. If 
malicious messages are involved in the encoding, all 
subsequent encoded messages based on this message will 
carry the malicious message information. The spread of such 
malicious messages poses challenges to the security 
requirements of system data integrity. The security mechanism 
should contain guarantee mechanisms against such attacks. 

Fourth: In-depth study of the problem of code generation 
management using network coding in the Rongchi network. 
Separate airspace coding is the preferred organization strategy 
when the network is small in scale, short in running time, and 
has few message events. However, when the large-scale 
network runs for a long time and there are many message 
events, it will bring about the problem of expansion of the 
coding generation space, so you need to consider "Time 
domain" encoding. That is, when the coding generation is 
divided, the message is divided into different generations 
according to a certain period of time. Although the 
time-domain coding is simple and looks like the superposition 
of several spatial coding processes, there are many problems 
that are very different from the simple superposition analysis, 
especially the problems of cache management and message 
receipt caused by multiple time-domain coding generations. 
The time-domain coding of messages also needs further study. 
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